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While an exciting presentation can grab attention, it's the reliability of your business plan that's actually going to get you
the money.

Patrick Harrison is founder and developer of the CoreChair. March 11, 18 A company asks for a shot; an
entrepreneur presents his product; an entrepreneur has a bitter story; a couple believe they have a solution to a
hot problem. October 10, 5 The Dragons enjoy martinis; the gloves are off; a Dragon swing goes out of
bounds; school fundraising. April 8, 10 1 Three new Dragons enter the Den; a product gets the Dragons thirsty
for a deal; a business bares it all; two brothers pitch to the Dragons. In , with exercise balls showing up in
workplaces to replace the office chair many of us are confined to for eight or more hours a day, I got to
thinking there had to be a way to design chair that would incorporate the natural needs of our bodies. Have a
plan A solid business plan should help you articulate the key metrics, the opportunity, your competitors and
the industry as a whole. October 12, 3 Hockey dads think their product can go head-to-head against the
competition; a company aims to flip the switch on the DIY market; the Dragons believe a business model is a
stroke of genius; a green product has the Dragons seeing red. Manjit Minhas was quick to point out that
quality office chairs of traditional design easily presented themselves in this price range and higher. November
2, A four-legged fashion show; a golf jacket. November 20, 9 An owner rides circles around the Dragons; a
pitch with a lot to digest; a business has its customers drooling; a promise to keep the Dragons from running
on empty. September 21, 3 The Dragons are taught the importance of an easy day; a celebrity chef tries to
cook up a deal. October 5, 2 An entrepreneur breaks down more than just numbers; a designer hopes for a
perfect pitch; a family with rich history hopes to get the Dragons seeing dollars; the Dragons receive a tasty
proposition. January 14, 11 A musical entrepreneur tries to score a deal; a store owner lays it all on the table; a
pair hope to ice out big industry players; business partners pitch their truly Canadian beverage. December 3, 9
Two return hoping their new line is a perfect fit; a couple return with a new product; an entrepreneur hopes the
third time is the charm; a successful entrepreneur returns for an even bigger deal. December 5, 11 A deli
drives back into the Den; a tanning business returns; an entrepreneur from season one; a fast food idea. Since
then, the duo have been working closely together as they plan new product lines and plot their expansion into
more stores nationwide. January 18, 12 A company hopes some furry friends will help it catch a deal; an
entrepreneur is caught flat-footed; a salesman tries to wheel and deal; a business hopes to get the green light
from the Dragons. October 3, 4 Sisters from a small town hope for an investment in their tasty business; the
Dragons are invited to a new type of party. Try to think of an example from day-to-day life you can relate to
your audience rather than just listing features or buzz words to them. A kinesiologist by profession, I began
developing the CoreChair, which helps protect against sitting disease and addresses back pain resulting from
poor posture and static sitting. January 6, 12 The Dragons test their fitness skills; a franchise opportunity; the
largest ask ever; a Prairie product creates buzz. October 7, 2 The Dragons get help from a furry friend; a
family's twist on a traditional treat; a graphic artist pitches her business; the Dragons decide if a product sinks
or swims. March 31, A new step for women's footwear; eyeglass entrepreneurs; a bicycle innovation; a ride
share business. October 29, 4 The Dragons' must choose fantasy or reality; an entrepreneur tries to swipe a
deal; a duo tries to ice their opponents; the Dragons are humbled. February 11, 15 A legendary creature
appears in the Den; the Dragons are on edge over an adventurous business model; a wild opportunity presents
itself; a delivery business offers its pitch. Some of these events might involve a second pitch, a minute-long
pitch, or your time could be unlimited. Fashion guru Joe Mimran surprises fellow dragons with an offer for
Resourceful Redneck Throughout the development process, we were frequently encouraged to pitch our idea
to the dragons. November 13, 8 An entrepreneur returns in need of a Dragon partner; a natural product; a
Dragon is stretched thin; a pair hoping for a smooth ride. January 8, 12 A pitcher has sun protection covered; a
connection to the earth; business partners hope a deal will help their business explode. January 25, 13 A
student entrepreneur believes her business is a class above the rest; a duo teaches the Dragons that age isn't an
obstacle; a trio presents an easier way to purchase feminine essentials; a young entrepreneur is in high spirits
when presenting his knowledge. November 5, 5 A couple believe they have the magic touch; two business
majors have an international idea; the youngest hopeful ever has a lunch-break idea; four brothers teach the
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Dragons. October 5, A fitness ball; a foam saver; men's underwear; a waterless car wash. The ability to
skillfully pitch your business is one of the most fundamental talents required as an entrepreneur. January 27,
15 A showerhead invention; a dating site in need of a partner; a chocolate bar; a classic gets a meaty spin.
January 25, 15 A group puts up barriers in the den; a shakable pancake powder; a specialty clothing line.
October 23, 5 A search for a deal; when it rains, it pours; a family favourite; a team effort. April 6, 11 1 A
business hopes to leave the Dragons hungry for more; a product works to remove the stink in the Den; a
family business hopes for a deal; a financial education platform needs serious interest from the Dragons.
December 7, 10 A fantasy face-off has everyone up in arms; a trio returns thirsty for a deal; a re-evaluation
gets the Dragons to weigh their odds; a family hopes to get a second deal. After hearing that, Mimran quickly
pulled his offer. March 24, 18 A detox delivery business; an artist with a Disney dream; a golden opportunity;
a pepper spray entrepreneur. March 18, 19 A company tries to scare the Dragons into a deal; an entrepreneur
has a cap-in-hand presentation. For that reason, we chose to sell direct to consumers and corporate clients. It
was a remarkable milestone for the Comox, B. Very quickly, you need to make people aware what real-world
problem your product or service solves.


